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T
he distinctive features of regular crys-
tals arise from their symmetry proper-
ties, as described by the 14 different

Bravais lattices in three dimensions. The
translational symmetry of regular crystals
allows for the application of Bloch's theo-
rem, which implies that the eigenstates of
the system can be described through en-
ergy bands in reciprocal space.1 Quasicrys-
tals, on the other hand, are a class of mate-
rials that possess long-range order but lack
translational symmetry.2,3 A quasicrystal can
be constructed by using the projection
theorem,4 in which case the quasiperiodic
structure is the result of the projection from
a higher dimensional regular lattice into a
lower dimension. The result of this proce-
dure is a structure with a well-defined dif-
fraction pattern that densely fills reciprocal
space but with point symmetries that are
impossible in ordinary periodic structures.
In a sense, quasicrystals can be thought of
as intermediate between amorphous solids

and regular crystals. Although Bloch's theo-
rem cannot be strictly applied to a quasi-
crystal, it is still possible to identify pseudo-
Brillouin zones and complex collective band
structure effects.5

From the point of view of optics, quasi-
crystal structures have recently been inves-
tigated in the context of a number of pho-
tonic applications, like broadband lasing,6

negative refraction,7 waveguiding,8 light-
emitting devices,9 and enhanced optical
transport.10�12 The proposed advantages
of photonic quasicrystals, compared to
standard photonic crystals, typically rely
on the presence of multiple band gaps13

and/or a more isotropic behavior, which
results from the large number of reciprocal
lattice vectors present in the first pseudo-
Brillouin zone.14

Over the past few years, several research
groups have investigated quasicrystal struc-
tures in conjunction with various surface
plasmon resonance phenomena in metal
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ABSTRACT Quasicrystals are structures that possess long-range

order without being periodic. We investigate the unique characteristics

of a photonic quasicrystal that consists of plasmonic Ag nanodisks

arranged in a Penrose pattern. The quasicrystal scatters light in a

complex but spectacular diffraction pattern that can be directly

imaged in the back focal plane of an optical microscope, allowing

us to assess the excitation efficiency of the various diffraction modes.

Furthermore, surface plasmon polaritons can be launched almost isotropically through near-field grating coupling when the quasicrystal is positioned close to a

homogeneous silver surface. We characterize the dispersion relation of the different excited plasmon modes by reflection measurements and simulations. It is

demonstrated that the quasicrystal in-coupling efficiency is strongly enhanced compared to a nanoparticle array with the same particle density but only short-

range lateral order. We envision that the system can be useful for a number of advanced light harvesting and optoelectronic applications.
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nanostructures. Several types of two-dimensional (2D)
plasmonic quasicrystals (PQs) and aperiodic structures
have been produced, and their optical properties
investigated.15�22 PQs havebeenused for extraordinary
light transmission,23�26 subdiffraction focusing,27,28 so-
lar light harvesting,29�31 refractometric sensing,32,33 and
surface-enhanced Raman scattering.34 The possibility of
using macroscopic 2D PQs for applications has recently
been highlighted by the development of Moire lithog-
raphy35,36 andothermethods37 that allow forpatterning
of large areas rapidly and at low cost.
In this article, we investigate the properties of a PQ

diffraction grating based on silver nanodisks made by
electron beam lithography. We analyze the diffraction
pattern resulting from the distribution of reciprocal
lattice vectors characterizing the quasiperiodic pattern
using Fourier imaging and optical spectroscopy, and
we determine the diffraction efficiency of each mode
directly. The PQ is then used as an in-coupling device
for surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) propagating on a
silver surface placed underneath. This system supports
several excitation modes, and its dispersion is calcu-
lated and compared to the experiment.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Penrose pattern was generated using the defla-
tion rule,38 and an approximant unit cell of 8� 10 μm2

was repeated to obtain larger structures. The pattern
consists of Ag nanodisks with 40 nm height and
diameter varying from 100 to 170 nm (see Methods).
The distance between different nanoparticles (NPs), as
defined by the side length of the rhomboidal repetition

unit typical of a Penrose pattern,39 was chosen to be
420 nm. The resulting structure, imaged using a scan-
ning electron microscope (SEM), is shown in Figure 1A.
The 2D Fourier transform (FT) of the image reveals the
10-fold symmetry typical of the Penrose pattern (see
Figure 1B).
When the contrast in the Fourier image is decreased,

additional peaks appear. These peaks correspond to
higher order modes that densely fill the reciprocal
space of any quasiperiodic pattern.2,12 We performed
a systematic characterization of the optical transmit-
tance properties of the PQ structures by measuring
extinction spectra using unpolarized light incident
normal to the sample surface. As expected from the
relatively large distance between the particles, which
prevents near-field coupling, we found that the struc-
tures support one dominant plasmon excitationmode,
depicted in Figure 1D, namely, the in-plane dipolar
localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) of an
individual Ag disk. The LSPR peak red-shifts for increas-
ing NP diameter, a trend that can be reproduced by
simulating the system as an isolated elliptical NP with
the same dimensions as in the experiment but sur-
rounded by a uniform medium with an effective
refractive index of 1.15 (see Figure 1E).
The PQs thus behave similarly to a collection of

noninteracting plasmonic nanoparticles in extinction
measurements (Figure 1D);40 that is, they exhibit only a
single dipolar LSPR, and there are no spectral features
indicating either near-field optical interactions be-
tween the particles41,42 or diffractive far-field coupling
effects.43 As can be seen in Figure 2, however, the PQs

Figure 1. (A) SEM image of a plasmonic Ag particle quasicrystal. The scale bars are 2 μm and 500 nm for the large image and
the inset, respectively. The 2D Fourier images with (B) high and (C) low contrast reveal the 10-fold symmetry of the Penrose
pattern and numerous higher order diffraction modes characteristic for quasiperiodic structures. (D) Extinction measure-
ments for PQs with different NP diameter and (E) the simulated extinction cross section for a Ag ellipsoid embedded in a
dielectric environment with a refractive index of 1.15.
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exhibit striking diffraction patterns when illumi-
nated with collimated light. The scattered light is here
directly monitored in an optical microscope by imag-
ing the objective's back focal plane (Fourier plane).
Each point thus corresponds to a particular diffraction
angle, and the image represents the collective beha-
vior of all particles within the objective's field of
view.44

It is evident that the panchromatic and quasi-
monochromatic images in Figure 2 exhibit 10-fold
symmetry and show a pattern similar to the FT
calculated from the SEM image presented in Figure 1.
As the optical Fourier images turned out to be
essentially independent of the NP diameter, we will
from now on focus on NPs having 140 nm diameter.
Each smeared-out rainbow spot in the central image
of Figure 2 corresponds to one or more overlapping
diffraction orders. By inserting 40 nm band-pass
filters in front of the light source, the Fourier pattern
image can be spectrally resolved and more easily
analyzed. We first notice that the diffraction spots
clearly move toward the edge of the collection zone
in the Fourier plane, corresponding to higher diffrac-
tion angles, for increasing wavelength, as expected.
The diffraction condition is met whenever the in-
plane wavevector component of a diffracted beam
ko, ) is equal to the sum of the wavevectors carried by
the incident light ki, ) and G generated by the diffrac-
tion grating:

ko, ) ¼ ki, ) þG (1)

In the case of a quasicrystalline structure, where
multiple modes are excited at the same time,

G ¼ 2π
a

k (2)

where k = ∑j = 1
5 cjkj is any linear combination of the

five base vectors kj (given by eiπ/5) required to describe
the 10-fold symmetric Penrose pattern. The integers cj
define aparticular reciprocal vector c= [c1, c2, c3, c4, c5], a
is the periodicity corresponding to the first pseudo-
Brillouin zone, and the scattering order is defined as
n= ∑j = 1

5 |cj|.
36 Since thewavenumberof light is givenby

ko = 2πλ�1 and the in-plane component is givenby eq 1,
then the out-of-plane component for shorter wave-
lengths increases and the outgoing wavevector ko is
directed at angles closer to the surface normal for a
certain diffraction component.
In the following, each diffraction spot in the Fourier

image in Figure 2 will be assigned to a specific mode
and its excitation efficiency will be extracted. This is
done by first reconstructing the full reciprocal space for
a 10-fold symmetric PQ by analyzing the SEM FT. The
first order is then identified by using five reciprocal
vectors and their opposite, each shifted by eiπ/5. The
second order is then given by the sum of any two of
these vectors (including multiples of the same), the
third by the sum of any three of them, and so on. The
results for the reciprocal vectors close to the origin
are shown in Figure 3. One immediately notices close
similarities between the 40 nm band-pass Fourier
spectrum collected for 1 s at 500 nm and the reciprocal

Figure 2. Optical Fourier images of a Ag PQ. A panchromatic (center) and several quasi-monochromatic (40 nm wide
band-pass) images are shown. The optical Fourier image mirrors the 2D FFT of the SEM image. For increasing wavelengths
the diffraction orders move further away from the central zeroth order. Inside the circle formed by the first-order spots
(brightest points for λ e 550 nm) higher order diffraction modes are visible.
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image. What is lacking in the reciprocal image is the
excitation efficiency of the different modes. However,
this information is contained within the intensity of
the peaks in the optical Fourier image. Hence, Fourier
imaging allows one to directly extract the relative
efficiency of each diffraction mode by analyzing the
peak intensity for different exposure times. This is
shown in the table of Figure 3, where different peak
intensities have been measured for the different dif-
fracted spots. After the first-order mode, the most
intense peak is assigned to a second-order mode
overlapped with a fifth-order mode. Other modes are
also recognized and attributed to a combination of
second and third order, fourth and fifth, and a purely
fifth-order mode, each having similar efficiency. It is
interesting to note that magnitudes of the various
peaks of the 2D FT of the SEM do not exactly reproduce
the ones calculated from the optical Fourier images
(see table, first row). This is particularly obvious for the
second/fifth-order mode, whose amplitude is even
greater than the one measured in the experiment. The
reason is a complex interference between the scattered
fields of the different particles. As the real-space struc-
ture may be expressed as a convolution of one disk and
the array factor, its Fourier transform is the product of
the isolated disk form factor F and the structure factor of
the quasicrystal arrangement S. The intensity at a given
angle in the far field can be expressed as45,46

I(θ,φ) ¼ F(θ,φ) S(θ,φ) ¼ F(θ,φ)∑
i, j
(eiq 3 ri )(e�iq 3 rj ) (3)

In eq 3, r are the disk coordinates of the Penrose
pattern and q is the wavevector connecting the nano-
particle centers to a given solid angle. In eq 3 the
exponential arguments represent the phase lag of
the electric field generated by the different particles.

Such fields are allowed to interfere, generating the
complex diffraction pattern of Figure 3. We use eq 3 for
a more quantitative analysis of the results. The form
factor was calculated as the scattered field of an
isolated dipole at λ = 500 nm placed in air on top of
a glass surface (n = 1.5).47 The only free parameter was
the distance between the dipole and the interface,
which was assumed to be δ = 20 nm, that is, half of the
nanoparticle height. The scattered field was calculated
by summing the contribution over 600 particles, which
produced a good convergence of the scattering pat-
tern. The simulated relative peak intensities are pre-
sented in the table. It can be noticed that the agree-
ment between the experiment and the simulation for
the second/fifth mode is quite good, confirming that
the form factor of the isolated particle plays a crucial
role. The differences between experiment and theory
from the other modes could arise from approximating
the nanoparticle as a point dipole and by the fact that
themeasurements were performed with a 40 nm band-
pass while simulations were performed at a single
wavelength. Also, the exact experimental determination
between the different peak intensities is complicated
by the limited dynamic range of the image sensor
(saturation) and the presence of a background due to
diffuse scattering and stray light. In particular, this effect
could be dramatic for the modes located close to the
center of the Fourier plane due to a large background
for the directly transmitted light, which is not taken into
account in the simulations. Effectively, the mismatch
between experiment and theory increases for the
modes closer to the center of the Fourier plane.
Now that we have analyzed the fascinating far-field

optical properties of nanoparticle PQs, we will use the
same structure for coupling light into propagating

Figure 3. (A) Reconstructed distribution of reciprocal vectors for the PQ with relative mode assignment. (B) Optical Fourier
images of a PQ collected at 500 nm for different exposure times. In particular, modes up to the fifth can be seen. (C)
Reconstructed scattered field at 500 nm using eq 3 (see text for details). In the table we enumerate the intensities of the
different peaks in the 2D FT SEM image, in the measured optical Fourier, and of the simulated scattered fields. The different
modes are assessed following the nomenclature in A, and they are normalized by the first-order peak intensity.
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plasmons using near-field coupling. To this end, we
fabricated the PQ described above on a 60 nm SiO2

dielectric spacer layer deposited on a Agmirror formed
by an optically thick (100 nm) silver film (see sketch in
Figure 4A). The PQ now acts as a grating coupler for
propagating SPPs on the interface between the SiO2

spacer and the Ag surface. The fact that there is a
strong near-field interaction between the nanodisk
layer and the mirror can be concluded from inspection
of reflection spectra measured at normal incidence
(see Figure 4B, violet curve), in comparison to the
reflection that would be generated if the PQ was
placed at large distance from the mirror (red curve).
In the latter case, the response of each substructure, i.e.,
the mirror and the PQ, would simply be multiplicative,
and the reflection can hence be calculated, in a first ap-
proximation, as (1 � ePQ)

2, where ePQ is the extinction
measured for the PQ supported on glass. We have

assumed that the mirror has 100% reflectance while
the specular reflectance of the PQ layer is negligible,
which is a reasonable assumption considering the low
particle coverage. While prominent LSPR minima are
visible in both spectra at ∼1.9 eV, additional dips at
2.35 and 2.6 eV are present only in the near-field
coupled system (violet line). This proves that near-field
interactions between the evanescent field character-
istic to the LSPR generated on the Ag nanoparticles
and the Ag film underneath are crucial for efficient
coupling of light into the SPPs. However, the long-
range order of the quasicrystal is also fundamental to
achieve efficient and effective in-coupling. In Figure 4C
it is shown that when the PQ is substituted by a ran-
domly dispersed nanodisk distribution with similar
particle density and same dimensions, the two promi-
nent dips at high energy disappear and only the LSPR
signature at 2.0 eV remains. Note that the difference in

Figure 4. (A) Schematic configuration to launch SPP from a PQgrating on top of a Agmirror and a 60 nm SiO2 dielectric spacer.
Normal incidence reflection measurements for a PQ and a random NP distribution are plotted by the violet lines in B and C,
respectively. The red line corresponds to the calculated (1� eQC)

2 where eQC is the extinction asmeasured in Figure 1D for a PQ
having the same diameter (140 nm) but placed on a glass slide. Multiple reflection dips can be seen in the case of the PQ in-
coupled to theAgmirror, and theycorrespond todifferent Braggmodesof theplasmonic grating. TheSPP in-couplingefficiency
is estimated by analyzing the shaded area in B. The large dips at 2.35 and 2.6 eV are related to the first and second/fifth-order
reciprocal vector schematically depicted in D, while the small dip observed at∼1.6 eV is related to a hybrid second/third-order
mode represented in E. The explicit addition of first-order vectors in D and E clearly represents only the second-order modes.
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LSPR positions between the bare PQ and the coupled
system can be explained by the presence of the Ag film,
which increases the effective refractive index around
the nanoparticle, thus causing a red-shift. The slight
mismatch in LSPRdip positionbetween the randomand
quasicrystalline case is the result of different coupling
conditions for PQ and amorphous arrays.48 Also, the
reflectance of randomly dispersed nanodisks at high
energies is lower for nanodisks on top of the Ag mirror
when it is compared to nanodisks onglass. In the former
case, as the nanodisks are still in close proximity to
the mirror, SPPs can still be launched on the surface.
However, without the coherence the quasicrystalline
arrangement provides, the effects are blurred and no
clear minima can be identified.
We now turn to the complicated issue of mode

assessment in the PQ-mirror system. A propagating
SPP in the PQ case can be excited efficiently only when
the sum of the in-plane wavevector component of the
incident field and the grating vectorGmatches the SPP
wavevector kSPP:

kSPP ¼ ω

c

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
εεm

εþ εm

r
¼ ki, ) (G (4)

In eq 4, ω is the light angular frequency, c is the speed
of light, ε is the tabulated Ag dielectric function,49 and
εm is the dielectric medium on top of the mirror. In the
calculation we assume εm to be a homogeneous
mixture of SiO2 (60%) and air (40%). These values have
been chosen to fit the energy of the first-order dip at
2.3 eV. By solving eq 4, the dip at 2.6 eV can then be
assigned to excitation of the second most intense
mode measured in the Fourier space, i.e., the hybrid
second/fifth-order mode outlined in Figure 4D. At the
reflection minima, energy is coupled into the Ag film
due to the combined effect of the long-range quasi-
crystalline order and the near-field coupling between
the LSPR and the SPP. Asmeasurements are performed
at normal incidence, there are 10 wavevectors that
satisfy eq 4. This occurs symmetrically around the
origin of the first pseudo-Brillouin zone as depicted
in Figure 4D. The behavior of the PQ is obviously more
isotropic in comparison to what can be expected for a
regular periodic crystal,20 because light is simulta-
neously channeled into SPPs along 10 directions, while
the maximum number of directions for a regular 2D
crystal is 6. The dips in reflection due to SPP excitation
for the two modes at 2.35 and 2.6 eV are around 0.35
and 0.53, respectively (as estimated by analyzing the
shaded area in Figure 4B). Therefore, each of the 10
channels carries 3.5% and 5.3% of the incident light
with respect to the input light intensity in free space.
Light is thus routed nearly isotropically into different
directions with high efficiency.
For a system of noninteracting particles, which is a

good approximation in the present case, the overall
far-field diffraction efficiency is simply given by the

product of the single-particle scattering cross section
and the particle surface density. While it is difficult to
directly measure the scattering cross section for these
samples using the traditional integrating sphere meth-
odology, with the dipole model used to simulate the
extinction data (Figure 1E), we estimate that 75%of the
light is diffracted, while 25% is absorbed. This light is
then divided into different channels according to the
structure factor, but the total amount of scattered/
diffracted light is the same independent of the particle
arrangement, meaning that each diffraction order in a
sample with high symmetry (like the Penrose pattern)
carries less energy than a diffraction order in a periodic
array (given that the overall particle density is the
same). However, this argument is based only on far-
field scattering/diffraction and is probably only approxi-
mately correct in the present case due to the near-field
coupling mediated by long-range SPP modes.
Interestingly, a smaller dip is also observed around

1.6 eV for the PQon top of theAg film. This corresponds
in the simulation to the excitation of the overlapping
second- and third-order mode, and the small intensity
is related to the low excitation efficiency of the mode
(see table in Figure 3). It is interesting to note that,
despite being a higher order mode, it is present at
lower energy. This phenomenon can take place only
for quasi-periodic structures, where the number of
reciprocal base vectors surpasses the dimensionality
of the system. In this case, in fact, it is possible to find
suitable combinations of base vectors such that their
sum will end up being smaller than the first-order
mode vectors (see for example the sketch in Figure 4E).
In order to complete the understanding of the

optical property of the system, the full dispersion
relation for the structure was also measured by angle-
dependent reflection spectroscopy (see Figure 5A).
While the LSPR dip appears almost constant in inten-
sity and energy, the other minima clearly split into
multiple bands. This is additional confirmation that
the modes observed at normal incidence are indeed
related to multiple SPP modes generated by the PQ.
The results are also compared with theory by solving
eq 4 at each angle of incidence; for results see
Figure 5B. The presence of the NP layer is neglected
in the SPP dispersion calculation, whichmakes an exact
indexing of each measured mode in the experiment
complicated. Nevertheless, the calculated first- and
second-order modes, shown in Figure 5B, match both
modes located above the LSPR resonance aswell as the
weak mode around 1.6 eV
The measured data also clearly show anticrossing

between the LSPR and the [10000] mode and two de-
generate [01000]/[00001] modes, as well as between
the LSPR and two degenerate second-order [01010]/
[00101] modes. For these reasons and due to the
numerous modes present in the system (see Figure S3
for a full indexing up to the third-order mode), in some
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cases mode identification is not straightforward. Finally,
the dispersion relation depends on the polarization of
the incident light and on the azimuthal orientation of
the sample (see Supporting Information Figure S1 and
Figure S2). While the former is due to different LSPR
excitation efficiencies and in-coupling efficiencies be-
tween the LSPR and the SPPs, the latter is related to the
symmetry of the system with respect to the plane of
incidence. For the case shown in Figure 5B of the 10
possible first-order modes 8 are degenerate, but when
the plane of incidence is rotated by π/10, the degen-
eracy would include all thesemodes. Therefore, we limit
ourselves to studying the semiquantitative agreement
between measured and calculated modes instead of
doing a full indexing of all possible modes in this
complex system.
The realized QC system enables launching of SPP on

the Ag mirror placed underneath with high efficiency
and isotropy. A similar configuration was recently
exploited to analyze the interaction between SPPs
and LSPRs in a periodic plasmonic metasurface,50

but we here demonstrate the importance of the in-
coupling mechanism, and we are able to excite multi-
ple modes using larger point symmetries. While it is
true that an SPP could also be launched by directly
patterning the Ag film, in the present configuration the
plasmonic disks are separated 60 nm from the film,
and they perturb the SPP only slightly. The SPPs are
expected then to propagate a longer distance, and the
light carried can beused for real optoelectronic devices
and advanced lightmanagement. For example, energy
can be launched alongmultiple directions and imaged
by patterning diffraction grooves on the Ag film. In this
way, 10 parallel light channels can in principle be

obtained at the same time and sensed or utilized.
Other approaches were proposed to realize light
directionality,51 and many structures working at visible
frequencies were yet produced using plasmonic
objects.52�54 However, previous reports concentrated
either on modifying the far-field radiation patterns55 or
on realizing an efficient near-field coupling between a
plasmonic antenna and an emitter.56�58 In the present
case, the proposed plasmonic router device acts mainly
as an optical element, which could allow for further
parallelmanipulations of thedifferent SPP channels, and
this could be realized in a planar device fabricated with
standard lithographic processes. We envision that the
system could also be used as a refractive index based
biosensor. In this case, shifts in each peak position upon
changes in the refractive index surrounding theNP layer
can be monitored for multiple peaks,32 and particularly
high sensitivity for certain modes upon different illumi-
nation conditions could be achieved.

CONCLUSIONS

We analyzed the response of a plasmonic quasi-
crystal arranged in a Penrose pattern. The structure
acts as a diffraction grating, with multiple compo-
nents excited under collimated illumination. We de-
veloped a method to directly extract the efficiency of
each mode by imaging the optical Fourier plane of
the PQ and launched SPP on a Ag film placed un-
derneath. The system hence acts as an in-coupling
device, with light channeled into various directions
in an almost isotropic fashion. This effect takes place
at multiple wavelengths with high efficiency. The
system could then be used for optoelectronic
devices.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Sample Fabrication. Plasmonic quasicrystals were produced

using a JEOL 9300X electron beam lithography system. PMMA

A2 was spun on various substrates, and the surface exposed to

different electron beam doses to obtain nanoparticles having

different diameters. After development, the samples were

Figure 5. (A) Reflection spectra versus incidence angle, expressed as in-planewavevector. The splitting of the differentmodes
can be clearly observed. The dots (white and black) correspond to clear reflection minima. (B) Simulation of the diffraction
modes for a PQ distributed in a Penrose pattern and calculated using eq 4. The large symbols represent the first-ordermodes,
while the remaining ones refer to second-order modes. The horizontal line at 2 eV indicates the LSPR reflection dip.
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exposed to metal evaporation and lift-off. A 2 nm Ti layer was
deposited prior to Ag evaporation to ensure proper adhesion on
the substrate. Prior to measurements, the samples were an-
nealed at 250 �C for 10 min in an Ar atmosphere to improve the
metal crystallinity. In order to investigate the coupling between
the plasmonic grating and a homogeneous surface made of the
samematerial, an optically thick (100 nm) silver film and a 60 nm
SiO2 spacer were evaporated before the lithographic step.

Optical Characterization. Transmission measurements were
performed using an inverted Nikon microscope. Light was
focused using a 20� air objective with NA = 0.5, and the
transmitted light captured using a Nikon 10� air objective,
NA = 0.3. The signal was collected by an Andor spectrometer
equipped with an iDus camera. For Fourier imaging, particular
wavelengths were selected using a 40 nm band-pass filter
placed directly after the light source, and a collimated beam
was used to illuminate the sample. The diffracted light was then
imaged in the Fourier plane using a Nikon 60� TIRF objective,
NA = 1.49, and a Nikon camera. To extract the peak efficiencies
from the Fourier images, the recorded image was first con-
verted in a high-resolution black andwhite image, and the peak
intensity was then measured in the brightest points.

Reflection measurements were performed using a home-
made setup, consisting of a halogen light source, a variable-
angle goniometer, and a fiber-coupled B&W Tek spectrometer
(BRC711E). Measurements between 1.4 and 2.8 eV (450 to
900 nm) were performed. The same type of Ag mirror utilized
in the in-coupling device was also used as a reference for the
reflection measurements.
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